INTRODUCTION
When Google Street View' first became publicly available, people were fascinated by the ability to zoom into a particular location and see real pictures of homes or businesses from the comfort of their homes. To offer these features, Google deployed a fleet of cars equipped with a global positioning system ("GPS"), high-resolution 360-degree cameras, and radio scanners to roam neighborhoods and photograph the publicly visible environs. Most were unaware that, while scouring neighborhoods, Google's cars were also scanning the airwaves for active Wi-Fi 2 networks. 2. "Wi-Fi" is a shorthand term for "Wireless Fidelity" and is the current industry standard for most wireless data networks. See infra Part I.
wireless networks. 5 This admission raised serious concerns about privacy and potential Federal Wiretap Act 6 violations. Google used "packet sniffing," a technology used to eavesdrop on a network by intercepting and decoding network communications 7 and to collect users' private data transmitted over unsecured networks. 8 Google claimed that any use of technology capturing payload data from unsecured wireless networks was accidental, 9 and it firmly denied using any of the private data it had captured. 10 The Google incident demonstrates the rising privacy risks to users' private Wi-Fi communications posed by "sniffing." As open Wi-Fi network usage becomes even more popular, the threat to consumers' private data continues to rise. 1 ' There has been an explosive growth in the adoption of wireless data networking technology, allowing users to connect to the internet wirelessly in private homes, offices, and public places. To meet the increased demand for wireless connectivity, more wireless access points, known as "hotspots," are becoming readily available in public places like airports, restaurants, and parks-and even on buses, trains, airplanes, and freeway rest stops. 2 Intentionally or unintentionally, many individuals and 8. See Eustace, supra note 5. 9. There are two kinds of scanning techniques that can be used to discover Wi-Fi Access Points. In the "passive" scanning technique, the radio antenna listens for any and all wireless signals and records any data transmitted, including payload data. But most passive scanners are set specifically not to record payload data. To avoid any possibility of collecting payload data, other wireless mapping companies, such as Skyhook, use "active" scanningfor example, Skyhook's scanning equipment sends out a probe signal to determine whether any Wi-Fi access points are in range. Access points recognize that signal and return their own message with basic network identification information that basically says "Here I am, here is how to find me." This is also how a typical computer or phone finds an available Wi-Fi network. Google has admitted to using the "passive" scanning technique instead of the "active" scanning method. According to Google, it inadvertently failed to configure the wireless scanning software to discard payload data. See Tom Krazit, Deciphering Google 's Wi-Fi Headache (FAQ), CNET NEWS (June 1, 2010, 4:00 AM), http://news.cnet.com/8301-30684_3-20006342-265.html.
10. Eustace, supra note 5. these actions by arguing that unsecured Wi-Fi communications are excluded from the Act's broad protections against intentional interception because communications over unsecured networks are "readily accessible to the general public" and therefore fall within an exception to the Act's protections. 8 This Note contends that at least some Wi-Fi communications may be protected by the Federal Wiretap Act so that intercepting those communica- , available at http://republicans.energycommerce.house.gov/Media/ file/News/060910_Google-Response.pdf (claiming that Google "believe [s] [that] it does not violate U.S. law to collect payload data from networks that are configured to be openly accessible (i.e., not secured by encryption and thus accessible by any user's device)").
See Press Release, Make Security a Priority in 2011: Protect Your Personal Data on
[Vol. 111:89 cations under some circumstances, but that any such protections are incidental, unsystematic, and uncertain. Next, Part III argues that the current statute's "readily accessible to the general public" language, which allows the interception of electronic communications on systems configured in a way that makes those communications readily available to the general public, should be interpreted in a manner that addresses concerns about Wi-Fi sniffing and users' expectations of privacy. Part III also contends that these expectations stem from users' limited understanding of the underlying Wi-Fi technology and the accompanying security risks, and, more importantly, from the fact that private unsecured Wi-Fi communications cannot be intercepted without specialized tools and knowledge not readily available to the general public. Finally, Part IV advocates amending the Federal Wiretap Act to make Wi-Fi sniffing clearly prohibited under the statutory language. Clear and uniform protections against Wi-Fi sniffing can address the private and social costs of data theft resulting from Wi-Fi sniffing and provide reasonable safeguards for Wi-Fi users.
I. THE Wi-Fi TECHNOLOGY LANDSCAPE Wi-Fi has come to mean any kind of wireless network that operates using the common standards, collectively referred to as 802.11 protocols, set by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers ("IEEE"). 19 The basic network setup involves a Wireless Access Point ("WAP"), often referred to as a "wireless router," which is typically connected to the user's Internet Service Provider's ("ISP") network through a wired connection and communicates over radio frequencies with any device that is equipped with a Wi-Fi adapter, such as a laptop or a smartphone. One can think of the WAP as a small, short-range cell phone tower, and the Wi-Fi adapters in the users' devices as radio receivers.
Though the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") regulates most radio communications in the United States, Wi-Fi networks operate in the unregulated frequency ranges known as Industrial, Scientific and Medial ("ISM") radio bands." This part of the radio spectrum can be used by anyone, even persons without a license from the FCC. Devices such as microwaves, cordless phones, wireless garage door openers, wireless microphones, vehicle trackers, and amateur radios all operate in one of the ISM bands. 21 depending on the particular protocol being used. 2 " Each of the above ranges is further divided into channels, just as radio and TV broadcast bands are subdivided into channels, and each Wi-Fi network is configured to operate on one of these channels.
23
Despite revolutionizing how people connect to the internet, Wi-Fi technology raises a host of security concerns. Wi-Fi equipment allows users to protect their network using a password, which enables users to restrict access to their network. Once Wi-Fi networks are password protected, any information transmitted over them is encrypted, making interception of transmitted private data highly difficult, if not impossible. 24 http://www. moonblinkwifi.com/2point4freq.cfm (last visited June 22, 2011). Though the channels overlap, adjacent networks using different channels can operate without interference if the particular networks are operating on different nonoverlapping channels, such as channels 1, 6, and 11. Id. 24. A network administrator could also configure the wireless routers to not broadcast the service set identifier ("SSID") for improved security and thus let in only users who already know the network name, thereby preventing access to the network by unauthorized users. See Wi-Fi (802.11) Security, GETNETWISE, http://security.getnetwise.org/tips/wifi (last visited June 22, 2011). For improved security, the wireless router could also be configured to allow access to the network to only certain computer Media Access Control ("MAC") addresses. Id. But simply not broadcasting the SSID or limiting access to a certain set of MAC addresses, without turning on encryption protocols such as Wi-Fi Protected Access ("WPA"), does not prevent interception of data by more sophisticated interceptors. The Wiretap Act provides a set of exceptions to its broad prohibitions on the interception of electronic communications. 4 " Google relies on the "readily accessible to the general public" exception, arguing that unsecured Wi-Fi communications fall under this exception and that, as a result, its Street View program did not violate the Act. 4 ' The "readily accessible to the general public" exception provides that it is not unlawful for any person "to intercept or access an electronic communication made through an electronic communication system that is configured so that such electronic communication is readily accessible to the general public." 42 The terms "readily accessible to the general public" and "configured" are the two key terms to understanding the reach of this exception. This Part analyzes these two prongs of the exception and argues that not all unsecured Wi-Fi communications are excluded from the Act's protections. The legislative history makes clear that "[r]adio communications are considered readily accessible to the general public unless they fit into one of the five specified categories .... Thus, the radio communications specified in ... 
Applying Subsection 2510(16) to Wi-Fi
Communications Generally
The statutory definition of "readily accessible to the general public" in subsection 2510(16) applies only to radio communications. However, it is not clear whether this definition applies to communications over Wi-Fi networks, despite the fact that Wi-Fi networks use radio waves to transmit data. This Section explores the arguments for and against applying subsection October 2012] to apply subsection 2510(16)'s definition to Wi-Fi communications. 4 5 The court ruled that the statutory definition specifically applies to a "radio communication" and construed the term "radio communication" narrowly to include only "traditional radio services," such as "public-directed radio broadcast communication. 4 6 Since the term "radio communication" was not defined in the Act (as compared to "electronic communication," which is defined), the court relied on legislative history indicating that Congress added the definition in subsection 2510(16) to alleviate radio hobbyists' concerns and thus only to clarify that "intercepting traditional radio services is not unlawful." 47 The court also reasoned that the five exceptions within subsection 2510(16) "are drafted for the particular technology of traditional radio broadcast mediums and do not address any broader radiobased communications technology." ' 48 To summarize, the court ruled that even though Wi-Fi networks transmit data using radio waves, "Congress did not intend Section 2510(16)'s narrow definition of 'readily accessible to the general public' to apply for purposes" of subsection 251 1(2)(g)(i)'s exception to liability for intercepting all electronic communications. 49 The In re Google court's ruling that subsection 2510(16)'s definition of "readily accessible to the general public" does not apply to Wi-Fi communications is not conclusive. 5 " Communications transmitted by radio, as in the case of Wi-Fi networks, are a specific type of electronic communication, as the statutory definition of electronic communication indicates. 51 Hence, "electronic communications" and "radio communications" are not mutually exclusive. In short, the court's ruling leads to the technologically counterintuitive result that Wi-Fi communications are not "radio communications." Further, a plain reading of the subsection's language ("with respect to a radio communication") does not indicate that the statutory definition should only apply to one very specific type of radio communication (i.e., "traditional radio broadcasts"). 52 Section 2510's opening language ("As used in this chapter") makes it clear that subsection 2510(16)'s definition of "readily accessible to 45 . In re Google St. View, 794 E Supp. 2d 1067 (denying Google's motion to dismiss).
46.
Id. at 1080. 47. Id. at 1079 (quoting 132 CONG. REC. 14,601 (1986)) (internal quotation marks omitted).
48.
Id. at 1080.
49. Id. at 1081. 50. Google moved for an interlocutory appeal, and the district court granted the motion for certification. Further, this is just one district court's conclusion; other courts might come to a different conclusion. [Vol. 111:89 the general public" should apply wherever the term appears, unless the definition was explicitly confined to specific subsections. 53 If subsection 2510(16)'s definition of "readily accessible to the general public" does apply to Wi-Fi communications, it is not conclusive that only secured Wi-Fi communications would be unprotected. Under subsection 2510(16), if a Wi-Fi network is secured with any security protocol, communications over that network would be "scrambled or encrypted" and the "readily accessible to general public" exception to the Wiretap Act's protections would not apply to Wi-Fi communications made over that network. Conversely, if the definition in subsection 2510(16) does not apply, the term "readily accessible to the general public" would be left without any statutory definition with respect to electronic communications not related to "traditional radio services," including Wi-Fi communications. If this is the case, courts would have to consider more general arguments about whether unsecured Wi-Fi communications are "readily accessible to the general public" within the meaning of the statute. 
Applying Subsection 2510(16) to Unsecured
Wi-Fi Communications An alternative source of protection for secured and especially unsecured wireless communications is subsection 2510(16)(E). The plain reading of subsection 2510(16)(E) indicates that at least some communications over certain Wi-Fi radio frequencies are not excluded from the Act's protections under the "readily accessible to the general public" exception. Subsection 2510(16)(E) specifies that radio communications transmitted on frequencies allocated under parts 25 and 94 and subparts D, E, and F of part 74 of the FCC rules do not fall under the definition of "readily accessible to the general public. ' 58 The Senate Report clarifies the purpose behind this provision: "These communications include satellite communications, auxiliary broadcast services and private microwave services, each of which routinely carries private business or personal communications. '59 The frequencies allocated under parts of FCC rules, specified in subsection 2510(16)(E), partly overlap with the Wi-Fi operating frequencies, and thus communications over these Wi-Fi networks might be covered within this exception to the "readily accessible to the general public" definition. As discussed in Part I, Wi-Fi networks divide their operating frequency bands into channels. 60 Since only certain parts of the frequency range of the 802.11b protocol are allocated under the FCC rules, only communications over channel 11 and parts of channels 7, 8, 9, and 10 of 802.1 lb protocol are covered for privacy protections by subsection 2510(16)(E). 6 " Channel 11 is the only commonly used 802.1 lb protocol channel that might be fully protected under subsection 2510(16)(E). 62 Any electronic communications transmitted over channel 11 of the 802.1 lb, 802.1 Ig, or 802.1 In Wi-Fi networks might not be considered "readily accessible to the general public" so that interception of such communications could still violate the Act. Similarly, only certain channels of the 802.11 a networks are covered by subsection 2510(16)(E) and could still be protected from interception under the Act. in the context of radio broadcasting technology. 64 On the other hand, the legislative history does not indicate that Congress intended to completely exclude unencrypted wireless communications from the Act's protections. In fact, the Senate Report accompanying subsection 2510(16)(E), which restores the Act's protections to certain radio communications, seems to indicate that the Senate's main concern was protecting "private business or personal communications," even when such communications are not encrypted.
5
Further, in practical terms, the privacy protections afforded by subsection 2510(16)(E) are limited because the statutory language does not cover all Wi-Fi frequencies. This leaves liability for intercepting users' private data communicated over unsecured Wi-Fi networks contingent on the exact channel that the particular Wi-Fi network was operating at the time of interception. At best, under this statutory construction, ordinary consumers' protection from interception turns not only on reading the "with respect to a radio communication" language of subsection 2510(16) to apply to Wi-Fi communications, but also on what frequency or channel the user's Wi-Fi equipment was using when transmitting the private data-a fact that users are surely unaware of in the vast majority of cases. From a policy perspective, this result is completely arbitrary. This kind of piecemeal protection is practically useless for users. As discussed later in Part IV, the statute should ultimately be amended to remove the uncertainty of protections against Wi-Fi sniffing.
66

B. The Configuration Issue
Even if unsecured Wi-Fi communications are indeed "readily accessible to the general public," the exclusion from the Wiretap Act's protection still does not apply unless the "configuration" requirement is also satisfied. Subsection 2511(2)(g)(i) specifies that it is legal to intercept "electronic communication made through an electronic communication system that is configured so that such electronic communication is readily accessible to the general public. ' 67 But neither the Act nor the Senate Report clarifies whether the system needs to be configured by the user himself to fall under the "readily accessible to the general public" exception or whether a default configuration can deprive the user of privacy protection. This is particularly relevant in the Wi-Fi context since many off-theshelf Wi-Fi routers come with default factory settings geared to operate the network in open mode. Though manufacturers include instructions to set a password and secure the network in accompanying product manuals, the onus is on the user to activate the security mechanism of the Wi-Fi router. 68 If a user does not make these security adjustments, communications over such Wi-Fi networks will continue to be unsecured. One interpretation of subsection 2511(2)(g)(i) might provide that if the user never changed the default settings of the Wi-Fi router, communications over such a network might still be protected under the Act. But another interpretation might provide that if the network was configured by someone other than the user himself, such as the manufacturer, and if the security mechanisms were not enabled, communications over such a network would not be protected by the Act. Yet there is no statutory text explicitly requiring the network to be configured by the user himself in order for communications from the network to be "readily accessible to the general public."
The legislative history of the "configured" language 69 suggests that Congress intended to protect all electronic communications unless the user has knowingly chosen to make the communications available to the general public. The Senate Report explained that it is lawful to intercept "public communications" such as the closed-captioning data transmitted along with TV programming data.
70 Unlike the closed captioning of TV programming, it is not the intent of the home Wi-Fi owner to make his private Wi-Fi communications available "for the use of the general public." Similarly, when the general public uses an unsecured Wi-Fi network at the local Starbucks or the public library, even if the network itself is publicly accessible, users' private communications transmitted using that public network are not meant to be "public communications."
The Senate Report accompanying the 1986 amendments to the Act also noted that the term "configure Such 'public' communications would include the stereo subcarrier used in FM broadcasting or data carried on the VBI to provide closed-captioning of TV programming for the hearingimpaired." (emphasis added)).
Id. (emphasis added).
[Vol. 111:89 the Act. However, a home Wi-Fi network is not designed to provide a public communications system. The purpose of such an electronic communications system is to enable various home electronic devices to connect to the internet. A few home Wi-Fi network operators may choose to enable their system for public access, but even in those circumstances the system is configured for public "access," not for the communications themselves to be public. Similarly, a public Wi-Fi hotspot at the local Starbucks is configured to enable public access to the Internet, but that does not mean that private communications transmitted using that network are intended for the general public's consumption. At least one district court has addressed the issue of "configuration" to some extent. In United States v. Ahrndt, 3 the defendant operated an unsecured Wi-Fi network at his home and had his iTunes program 74 configured to publicly share his video library, including a collection of child pornography. A police officer accessed the video files in the defendant's iTunes library by using the defendant's unsecured Wi-Fi network. The district court held that since "the wireless network and iTunes software were configured so that the general public could access them," the police officer's access of defendant's video files was lawful under the Wiretap Act. 75 The court noted that even though operating the open Wi-Fi network did not require any positive action by the defendant, since the default factory configuration of the wireless router was to operate in unsecured mode, sharing an iTunes library did require positive action by the defendant. The court decided that the act of sharing the iTunes library on an open Wi-Fi network made such communications "readily accessible to the general public" under subsection 251 1(2)(g)(i).
In light of this holding, perhaps communications over open Wi-Fi networks might not be considered "readily accessible to the general public" if the user does not take some sort of affirmative action in configuring the wireless router to be open. But the decision to share a video library is distinguishable from the decision to use an unsecured Wi-Fi network. Factual circumstances of individual Wi-Fi routers will undoubtedly influence court rulings, and no court has conclusively held that the Wi-Fi network must be specifically configured to be open by the owner of the network to fall under the definition of "readily accessible to general public" under subsection 2511 (2)(g)(i). A colorable argument could be made that if the network owner himself did not configure the wireless router to operate in unsecured mode, subsection 251 1(2)(g)(i)'s exception should not apply. 
C. Summary
Though there is limited case law interpreting the "readily accessible to general public" exception to liability for intercepting Wi-Fi communications, some have concluded that this exception to the Act removes all unencrypted Wi-Fi networks from the Act's protection.
7 6 Google relied on this theory in trying to dismiss the class action suit against it. However, such a broad conclusion need not be drawn.
As discussed in Section II.A above, the purely textual statutory interpretation of "readily accessible to the general public" as defined in subsection 2510(16) could be read to provide protection to all secured and some unsecured Wi-Fi communications. Or, as the court in In re Google reasoned, the statutory definition of "readily accessible to the general public" could be read as not applying to Wi-Fi communications at all, leaving the meaning of that term completely undefined in that setting. In either case, a colorable argument, as laid out in Section II.B, can be made that unless the user himself configures the Wi-Fi network to operate in unsecured mode, subsection 2511 (2)(g)(i)'s "readily accessible to the general public" exception does not apply to Wi-Fi communications over such unsecured networks. The legislative history of the "configured" requirement also indicates that unless electronic communications are intended to be public communications, such communications do not lose the Act's protections.
III. INTERPRETING "READILY ACCESSIBLE
TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC"
Since the statutory definition of "readily accessible to the general public" in subsection 2510(16) might not apply-and even if it did apply, it might lead to bizarre results-courts might have to interpret the term "in accordance with its ordinary or natural meaning." 77 The concept, at a basic level, might mean that the user has put the information out into the public sphere in a way that should be understood as effectively relinquishing an expectation of privacy. But many users of unsecured Wi-Fi networks do not think of their private Wi-Fi communications as existing in the public sphere and do expect a level of privacy in the data that they transmit on these networks. This Part examines the reasons behind these expectations and argues that the term "readily accessible to the general public" should be interpreted in a way that conforms to the general public's expectations of privacy and addresses concerns about Wi-Fi sniffing. 
Limits of the Federal Wiretap Act
A. Wi-Fi Users'Expectations
A large percentage of ordinary users seem to lack an appreciation for the risks associated with operating and using an unsecured Wi-Fi network. 7 8 Even if operators and users of unsecured wireless networks understand that unauthorized users might be able to gain access to their wireless network, they are typically unaware that data transmitted over such unsecured Wi-Fi networks can still be intercepted unless the data is somehow encrypted. 7 9 This mostly stems from the fact that most users of Wi-Fi networks do not understand how the technology works. 8° Wi-Fi networks transmit data over invisible radio waves, and since the transmitted data cannot be "sensed" through ordinary senses, ordinary users may believe that their data is private and secure even if it is not encrypted.
The distinction between users' expectations regarding accessing and using an unsecured Wi-Fi network and users' expectations that whatever private data they send on these networks is still private is crucial. Users do not shy away from "borrowing" others' unsecured Wi-Fi networks. For example, a recent survey found that as many as 32 percent of respondents admitted to using their neighbors' unsecured Wi-Fi networks. 81 In this case, users know that the Wi-Fi network they are using is unsecured and hence that others can access the same network. But at the same time, because of the limited understanding of the underlying technology and the concomitant security risks, users still expect that their own private communications over these unsecured Wi-Fi networks are themselves secure. Similarly, a user accessing the unsecured Wi-Fi network at her local Starbucks knows that others are accessing the same network but still expects that whatever private information she is sending to her bank over that Wi-Fi network remains private. The widespread "seemingly innocuous use of public Wi-Fi hot spots" '82 further tends to reaffirm the sense of privacy and security.
This distinction between the public accessibility of an unsecured Wi-Fi network and the privacy of communications transmitted over such a network is also clear from the language of the Wiretap Act's "readily accessible to the general public" exception. The exception exempts interception of an electronic communication if that communication was "made through an 78. For example, a student survey, based on door-to-door interviews in three different neighborhoods in Boca Raton, Florida, recently found that many residents were surprised to learn of the security risks and threats to their unsecured home Wi-Fi networks. See RAFAEL
LACHOWSKI ET AL., UNSECURED RESIDENTIAL WIRELESS NETWORKS 18 (2009), available at
http://itom.fau.edu/jgoo/sp09/ISM4220/mrk.pdf. The same survey also found a negative correlation between the average income of the community and the level of awareness of security risks, and a negative correlation between the average income of the community and the number of unsecured wireless networks. Id. 83 To trigger the exemption, it should not simply be sufficient for the "electronic system" (i.e., the Wi-Fi network) to be accessible to the general public, which is true in the case of an unsecured Wi-Fi network since anyone can access the network without a password. Instead, the "electronic communication" itself (i.e., the user's private data being transmitted over the radio waves) should have to be easily accessible to the general public.
Id.
80.
To be sure, users have some ability to protect themselves by only using secured Wi-Fi networks. They could secure their home Wi-Fi networks and refuse to use unsecured public Wi-Fi hotspots. Though implementing a secured network through the use of encryption can mitigate security risks from over-the-air sniffing, use of security technologies continues to be challenging for many ordinary users. Unfortunately, security features designed to protect users are not enabled by default by the equipment manufacturers, contrary to what users might expect. 84 This further adds to the false sense of privacy and security among the general public. 85 Even if the users are aware of Wi-Fi security risks and available security mechanisms, ordinary home users find it difficult to enable these features. In response to these difficulties, manufacturers have started offering various products that attempt to simplify security setup by changing design features on Wi-Fi routers. 87 In fact, the Further, most public hotspots whether free or commercial, continue to operate in unsecured mode due to technology limitations. 90 Most free public hotspots leave their networks "open" and do not require users to authenticate before using the network. This is chiefly because the technology to set up an authenticated Wi-Fi hotspot is cumbersome, and even when such an authentication mechanism is set up, the data transmitted between the wireless router and the user's device still might not be secure. 91 Commercial hotspot providers such as Gogo, Boingo, and T-Mobile require users to authenticate (and pay) over an encrypted channel before using their networks, but they do not encrypt the users' data transmissions and instead advise their customers to use other encryption mechanisms. 92 Even though these commercial Wi-Fi hotspots do not offer security for their users' private 91. Some Wi-Fi Hotspots use software applications called "Hotspot Management Systems" to authenticate users. These systems might be able to implement the WEP security scheme to encrypt individual users' data, but WEP has proven to be ineffective in protecting against packet sniffing by other users of the same Wi-Fi network, because all users' data is encrypted using the same shared key. Despite these security limitations, for many people, using a public Wi-Fi network at libraries, coffee shops, and other such places continues to be an important and convenient way of connecting to the internet while away from their homes or offices. Free public Wi-Fi networks also provide a means to the internet for people who do not have, or cannot afford, a personal internet 93. Perhaps the general public's sense of privacy with respect to private data is unreasonable when using a free unsecured Wi-Fi network at the local Starbucks. One could also imagine a clearly visible sign at the local Starbucks claiming that private communications over the unsecured Wi-Fi network can be intercepted. In such a case, if the users continue to expect privacy in their data, such expectations might not be reasonable. However, when the general public uses commercial Wi-Fi providers, they might reasonably expect that their communications are private. The fact that these providers state in their "Terms of Use" that they do not provide encrypted communication channels does not change these expectations, particularly because most users do not read the "Terms of Use." 94. VPN technology uses public unsecured network infrastructure to provide secure access to private networks. Usually, VPN technology is used to provide remote offices or individual users with secured access to their organization's network. See GARY P. SCHNEIDER, ELECTRONIC COMMERCE 86 (9th ed. 2011).
95. SSL is an industry standard used by several websites to encrypt data transmitted between a web server and a user's browser. Traditionally, websites that require authentication or accept payment and other such sensitive information use the SSL technology to protect data exchanged between the website and the user from eavesdroppers. (Mar. 18, 2010) , http://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2010/03/ftc-internetcompanies-start-using-ssl.
98. Recently, the "outgoing FTC Commissioner Pamela Jones Harbour called on Web services like Yahoo!, Facebook and Hotmail to start using HTTPS/SSL encryption" and "put these companies on-notice." Id.
connection. Given that we are becoming an increasingly mobile society reliant on internet connectivity, users might continue to use public Wi-Fi networks for private communications even if we were to make all Wi-Fi users aware of the security risks.99
B. The Fourth Amendment and "Reasonable Expectations of Privacy"
An approach to interpreting "readily accessible to the general public" that takes into account users' expectations, their understanding of technology, and the current state of security technology is consistent with notions of "reasonable expectations of privacy" under the Fourth Amendment. The 102. This assumes that society might be willing to compromise and lose some privacy interests in exchange for police protections when a police search with a warrant is allowed. However, this compromise argument is weaker when private parties invade users' privacy interests.
103. U.S. CONST. amend. IV ("The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated."); S. REP. No. 99-541, at 12 (1986).
104. 389 U.S. 347, 361-62 (1967) (Harlan, J., concurring).
protections, an individual must demonstrate a subjective expectation that his activities would be private, and ... that his expectation was one that society is prepared to recognize as reasonable."' 5 In Kyllo v. United States, the Supreme Court applied the "reasonable expectation of privacy" test to modem technology, holding that the use of a thermal imaging device from a public vantage point to monitor the radiation of heat from a person's home was a "search" within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment. 0 6 Similar to thermal imaging, Wi-Fi sniffing can be thought of as monitoring radio waves emanating from inside the home. The
Kyllo Court held that to use "technology ... not in general public use" to detect information from inside the home that could not otherwise be obtained except by actually entering the home constitutes a Fourth 108. Id. at 33. The Court gave other examples of technologies that it considered not to be in general public use: "But just as a thermal imager captures only heat emanating from a house, so also a powerful directional microphone picks up only sound emanating from a house and a satellite capable of scanning from many miles away would pick up only visible light emanating from a house." Id. at 35.
In a recent case, United States v. Jones, though the Supreme Court had the opportunity to apply the "reasonable expectation of privacy" test in the context of modem technology, it avoided the issue by holding on narrower grounds that the police's act of physically attaching a tracking device to a car constituted a search within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment. 132 S. Ct. 945 (2012). However, the opinion in no way changed the application of the "reasonable expectation of privacy" doctrine in electronic surveillance cases not involving physical trespass, as is commonly the case with Wi-Fi sniffing. Id. at 947 (" [T] he Katz reasonable-expectation-of-privacy test has been added to, not substituted for, the common-law trespassory test."); id. at 954 ("It may be that achieving the same result through electronic means, without an accompanying trespass, is an unconstitutional invasion of privacy, but the present case does not require us to answer that question."); id. at 957 (Sotomayor, J., concurring) ("Resolution of these difficult questions in this case is unnecessary, however, because the Government's physical intrusion on Jones' Jeep supplies a narrower basis for decision."). the internet for free, the technical expertise necessary to use these tools is anything but common knowledge among the general public."' To illustrate, courts refused to recognize an expectation of privacy in cordless phone conversations as reasonable since, in the early stages of cordless phone technology, conversations "could be intercepted easily with readily available technology, such as an AM radio."" ' 2 For the same reason, the Wiretap Act initially did not protect cordless phone conversations." 3 However, later when cordless phone technology improved to make it more difficult to intercept these communications, Congress amended the Wiretap Act to extend protection to cordless phone conversations." 4 In the case of unsecured Wi-Fi communications, specialized sniffing tools and expertise are needed for interception but, unlike AM radios, are not commonly available. Thus, the current state of Wi-Fi sniffing technology may support Kyllo's reasoning and the general public's reasonable expectations in unsecured Wi-Fi communications." 5 Further, the fact that most operators of home Wi-Fi networks never intentionally configure their networks to operate in unsecured mode (it is the manufacturer's default configuration) indicates that these users have not taken any steps to indicate that they have relinquished any reasonable expectations of privacy.
Reasonable expectations of privacy in unsecured Wi-Fi communications need not be limited to home Wi-Fi networks; expectations in private expectation that the phone numbers he dialed would remain private, this expectation is not 'one that society is prepared to recognize as reasonable.'" (quoting Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 361 (1967))). However, users may still have "reasonable expectations of privacy" in the private information contained in data packets (i.e., payload data) transmitted over Wi-Fi networks.
111. Arguably, sniffing technology may get simpler as technology progresses. Once this technology becomes widely accessible to the common public, then perhaps the private Wi-Fi communications themselves will become more easily accessible to the general public. communications transmitted using an unsecured Wi-Fi network available at a public place, such as Starbucks, may also be reasonable. Kyllo focused on expectations of privacy for information emanating from within a home, and "home" has a special place in our society in terms of privacy expectations." 16 However, Fourth Amendment case law has never necessarily limited reason- 119. See id. at 352; Dow Chem., 476 U.S. at 247 (Powell, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) ("The reasonable expectation of privacy standard was designed to ensure that the Fourth Amendment continues to protect privacy in an era when official surveillance can be accomplished without any physical penetration of or proximity to the area under inspection.").
120. In United States v. Knotts, the Supreme Court held that the police's use of beeper technology to monitor the presence of a driver's automobile does not violate Fourth Amendment, since expectations of privacy do not extend to visual surveillance from public places. 460 U.S. 276, 282 (1983). More specifically, the Court found that increased efficiency of police surveillance using new technology is not unconstitutional. See id. at 284. However, in the case of sniffing Wi-Fi networks at public places, the technology is not merely increasing surveillance efficiency; without the sniffing technology, surveillance would not be possible in the first place.
121. When people have a conversation at Starbucks, they might understand that any expectation of privacy in the contents of their conversation is minimal. Similarly, they might understand that others might look over a laptop user's shoulder, so that privacy expectations in the information displayed on the user's computer screen might also be diminished. But the general public using the unsecured Starbucks Wi-Fi network may not understand the packetsniffing technology enough to reasonably expect diminished privacy in the information they are transmitting over the Wi-Fi network.
122 123 However, the court seems to have ignored the distinction between society's expectations regarding accessing and using an unsecured Wi-Fi network and users' expectations that the private data they send on these networks is still private. For example, a user posting comments on a publicly accessible blog using a secured or unsecured network has no reasonable privacy expectation in the comments once they are posted on the public forum,' 24 but this is not equivalent to the user's privacy expectations in those same comments while they are transmitted over the network.
In The statutory interpretation of Wiretap Act provisions advanced in Part II leaves protections for unsecured Wi-Fi communications too unsystematic and uncertain. Though the interpretation of the "readily accessible to the general public" exception advanced in Part III might address concerns about users' expectations of privacy, an amendment to the Wiretap Act would reflect these concerns more explicitly and remove any unpredictability in protecting users' expectations. 128 Given that the Act is the predominant law protecting the privacy of electronic communications, the statute should expressly address concerns about Wi-Fi sniffing. This Part advocates amending the statute to explicitly protect all Wi-Fi communications, whether secured or unsecured, from intentional interception.
While the long-term solution to protecting data privacy over Wi-Fi networks might lie in educating users and addressing technology limitations, the Wiretap Act still has an important role to play in protecting users in the interim. In addition, even after users have been educated, more sophisticated sniffing technology might be developed to evade privacy protections. Amending the Act to clearly protect all Wi-Fi communications can bridge the gap between users' hypothetical ability to protect themselves and the practical realities of doing do, while also anticipating more sophisticated sniffing technologies. 9 Wi-Fi technology plays a very important role in society, and the social and private costs of data and identity theft resulting from Wi-Fi sniffing are too high for the law to ignore shortcomings in security technology and in users' ability to protect themselves.' 30 Removing the uncertainty in legal protections against Wi-Fi sniffing also has other benefits. Given the current pace of Wi-Fi adoption, it may seem that no additional incentives are necessary to encourage adoption of wireless technologies. However, a robust Wiretap Act protecting users from unwarranted and intentional packet sniffers could boost the adoption of new and 128. This Note assumes that the nature of the right to privacy in electronic communications tracks some notion of "reasonable expectation of privacy," at least to the extent that the United States Constitution protects such a right. It is beyond the scope of this Note whether there is any fundamental right to privacy stemming from various Bill of Rights amendments that does not depend on whether people reasonably expect their information to be private. [Vol. 111:89 upcoming wireless technologies. 3 ' For example, several cities and municipalities have been operating or attempting to operate municipal Wi-Fi networks with the goal of making wireless access to the internet available citywide.
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While addressing security concerns is vital to the success of these technologies, clear legal protections against unauthorized data interceptions could likewise encourage the development of improvements to these technologies.
At the same time, it is important to recognize legitimate uses of Wi-Fi sniffing and not to overregulate. Network administrators and security researchers use packet sniffers to find troublesome computers that use too much bandwidth, have the wrong network settings, or are virus infected.' 33 System administrators also sniff their own networks to detect hacking attempts or inappropriate traffic on their networks.' 34 This genuine need for sniffing can be addressed by carving out clear exemptions from liability for such activities. The Act already has such an exemption for troubleshooting purposes: it is not unlawful "to intercept any wire or electronic communication the transmission of which is causing harmful interference to any lawfully operating station or consumer electronic equipment, to the extent necessary to identify the source of such interference."' ' 35 Current law also includes a consent provision, where if "one of the parties to the communication has given prior consent to such interception," intercepting electronic communications is not a violation of the Act, "unless such communication is intercepted for the purpose of committing any criminal or tortious act in violation of the Constitution or laws of the United States or of any State."' 136 Further, the existing Act has a strong "intent" requirement, so that any accidental, unintended interception of Wi-Fi communications does not result in liability. Thus, privacy protections for unsecured Wi-Fi communications can be extended through the Act without compromising legitimate uses of packet sniffing in research and network administration.
We must also be cognizant of the collateral effects of any policy extending protections to unencrypted Wi-Fi communications. One commentator has noted the following:
131. Referring to a gap in federal statutory standards for protecting the privacy of communications transmitted by new forms of technology, a similar concern was expressed by the Senate in its report accompanying the 1986 amendments to the Wiretap Act:
This gap results in legal uncertainty. It may unnecessarily discourage potential customers from using innovative communications systems. It probably encourages unauthorized users to obtain access to communications to which they are not a party. It may discourage American businesses from developing new innovative forms of telecommunications and computer technology. [A] statute that makes it a crime to obtain information only when it is encrypted will likely prompt victims to encrypt their information and may encourage manufacturers to change the default settings on wireless access products to ensure encryption. A statute with no encryption prerequisite would unlikely have these collateral incentive effects.' 37 But even if the law affords protections to unencrypted communications, users will still want to prevent their data privacy from being violated in the first place, instead of relying on the law's post-hoc remedies for such violations. The general public is most likely unaware of the Act's protections. Therefore, it is not credible to expect that users will be completely discouraged from encrypting their Wi-Fi communications because of the statutory language.
It could also be argued that extending protections to unsecured Wi-Fi communications will unnecessarily expand the reach of federal power, particularly when users can protect themselves by enabling the security features on their personal Wi-Fi networks or by avoiding any unsecured public Wi-Fi networks. While users can protect themselves to some extent by various technical means, legal protections can bridge the gap in protecting users' privacy until limitations in technology and consumer awareness can be overcome. In ten to twenty years, users may become so educated about privacy risks, or sniffing technology may become so pervasive, that users will not have any expectations of privacy in unsecured private Wi-Fi communications. The security technology might also make significant advances in simpifying the securing of home Wi-Fi and public Wi-Fi networks at places such as Starbucks.
If federal overreach is a concern, a sunset provision could be part of any amendment to the Wiretap Act. Congress could require the FCC or a similar regulatory body with relevant technical expertise to submit periodic comprehensive reports on the state of Wi-Fi technology and the need for continued statutory privacy protections for unencrypted Wi-Fi communications. The sunset provision could mandate that any provision extending the privacy protections to unencrypted Wi-Fi communications would expire after a specific time period unless Congress finds a continued need for such a provision.
CONCLUSION
If a court finds that Google intentionally intercepted users' private data when its Street View cars scoured the airwaves for Wi-Fi networks, should the court hold Google liable under the current Federal Wiretap Act? The answer remains unclear. The statutory language of the Act indicates that at least a subset of Wi-Fi communications may be protected from intentional interception, even if Congress might not have specifically intended to cover those types of communications when it amended the Act in 1986. Under a different interpretation, the statutory definition of the term "readily accessi-ble to the general public" might not apply at all. In that case, whether unsecured Wi-Fi communications are excluded from the statutory protections against intentional interception remains uncertain.
Regardless of the result, the high profile nature of In re Google has raised important questions regarding Wi-Fi sniffing and electronic privacy law. In re Google highlights the gaps in consumer understanding of network technology and security risks, and the shortcomings of current security technology. But electronic privacy laws have not adequately responded to this gap. Congress should clarify the existing electronic privacy law, which has not been substantively updated since its passage in 1986, to reflect the widespread use of new technologies and extend uniform protections to all Wi-Fi communications.
